
The  Battle  of  Wakefield:
the  Topography

RICHARD KNOWLES

CONTEMPORARY  EVIDENCE  FOR THE  BATTLE  OF WAKEFIELD in 1460 is, as Keith
Dockray emphasises, slight and vague as to the sequence of events. Later
antiquarian writers have embroidered these slim facts to create more vivid, and in
some  cases highly coloured, accounts,I none of which is wholly convincing.  These
writers often make unsupported assumptions and incorporate errors relating to
the topography of the area of the battle. These errors inevitably lead us to make
flawed interpretations of  that  December day in 1460.

The major misconception in this regard is the frequently quoted one  that  the
ground between Sandal and Wakefield was open, unenclosed land, and that there
were conveniently sited heavily wooded areas close by in which a body of armed
men could be concealed.2 In point of fact what little evidence exists rather points
to the  opposite  of  these  two factors. The Enclosure map for the Township of
Saridal dated 1800 shows a well established field system, much of which must
have been laid out by the late fifteenth century3 (see Figure 5). The narrow fields
can clearly be seen between the castle and the river, covering what is thought to be
the area of the fighting. Confirmation of the existence of  these  fields in the
fifteenth century, probably hedged, possibly ditched, is confirmed by an
unpublished deed of c. 1415 which refers to one by the name of  ‘Castlefield’.‘ This
named field is shown on the  1800  Enclosure map. Further evidence comes from a
mid-eighteenth century manuscript plan of a small part of  this  same area which
certainly indicates substantial hedges.s All of this suggests that the majority of the
area in  question  was under cultivation and the only nearby wooded area would
have been Sandal Park, some  forty acres surrounding the castle and this
substantially paled. An army would not have been able to march with any case
through a paled wood. _

Sandal Castle is now fully documented following the excavation programme
of 1964-19736 (see Figure 6). It is located on the crest of a ridge on the  south  bank
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of the River Calder. It overlooks the town of Wakefield, which developed on the
high ground of the north bank about two miles distant. It has a commanding view
for  a  number of miles in each direction, which makes the apparent surprise
element of the battle more difficult to explain satisfactorily. The excavations
confirmed the site of the main gate of the castle as facing north towards the town
(see Figure 3). Clements Markham] writing in 1886, wrongly suggests  that the
main gate faced south and, as a result, concluded that the Yorkist force  must have
marched around the castle to meet the Lancastrians  (see  Figure 4). He should
have  known better, as  a  drawing of the castle prepared in 1562 for a Duchy of
Lancaster survey had been published first in 1753 and many times after  this“ (see
Figure 1). The site can be orientated from this drawing. As already mentioned,
close by the castle was the Park, and as a rent roll of 1545-6 relates:

the parke adionyng conteyneth by estimation xl acres  well  paled wherein are xxx
fallowe  deere  or therabouts.9

This would have presented a formidable obstacle around the castle, although it
was obviously not large enough to have supplied sufficient  meat  for the garrison
during the busy Christmas of 1460. The foraging parties referred to in the near
contemporary accounts may have been into the town of Wakefield, or more
likely to one of the parks on the north bank of the Calder, either the  ‘olde  parke’
or the  ‘newe  parke’, both  of which are recorded in  a  survey of 1564.'0 The new
park in particular is said to have been ‘well replenished with deare to the numbers
of three hundreth’.  These  parks complete with pales are clearly shown on the
John  Speed  map of the West Riding dated 1610."

It is not surprising that Richard Duke of York chose Sandal in which to
spend Christmas of 1460. He was, after all, lord of the manor of Wakefield, an
extensive and well documented landholding, stretching west up the Calder valley
with Sandal Castle as its administrative headquarters at its eastern end, and
Sandal Township being itself part of the manor.'2 L. A. S. Butler makes a
convincing case  for the significance of Sandal as an excellent, rather special
stronghold, and the excavations provide good evidence indicating a
cosmopolitan lifestyle within its walls."

The Lancastrian force was, as we know, based in Pontefract, about nine
miles to the  east  of Sandal. They would have approached from the  east  on the
higher ground through the village of Crofton and drawn near to the village of
Walton, thus being reasonably hidden from view from the castle by the
continuation of the ridge on which it stands. The medieval road  system  was of
course  very different from that we know today. The main route  south  from
Wakefield passed over the medieval bridge with its chapel. It was virtually a third
its present width, the sequences of its widenings being visible in the style of its
arches. The bridge is aligned to the present A61  ,  Barnsley Road, the current A638
Doncaster Road being an eighteenth century turnpike road as indicated on the
1800 Enclosure map, where it can be seen to cut across the earlier field system.
The medieval route to Sandal rose up a  slight incline before falling and following
what is now Manygates Lane, then following the low lying land bEtween the
castle and the river, and continuing south. The route can be followed today by a
footpath and hedgerow. The present A61 past the church is again an eighteenth
century turnpike road.
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Enclosure Map of Sandal  Township, 1800: detail of area around  Castle.
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F  iguré  6
Plan  of the area of the Battle of Wakefield  with  contours.
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What the weather was like 611 30 December 1460 the contemporary accounts
fail to  tell  us. Perhaps the  very lack of information indicates that it was not
particularly inclement. At this distance we cannot tell. We do, however, have
evidence that the Duke of York’s journey to Sandal was difficult, with
waterlogged roads and broken bridges, and it might be that the low ground was
heavy and wet and the river high. All the more reason for the Lancastrian force
keeping to a route on the higher ground.

Many writers have speculated on the sequence of events leading up to the
actual  fight  and death of the Duke'of York. The  simple  truth is that we just do not
know what happened, and there is insufficient evidence to form any- firm
conclusion. The weather may have been  fine, wet, bright, or it might have been
mi_sty. The latter eventuality would  help explain the stories of an element of
surprise, but on the other hand it would have made the essential timing of the
Lancastrian attack more difficult. All of  these  elements we just have no firm
evidence for and can be no more than speculative.

Most recent accounts of the battle have part of the Lancastrian force,
some  say that led by the Earl of Wiltshire, descending from the high ground to
the  south  of the  castle  and charging right around it, in full view of the
remaining garrison, bétween it and the river, across the low lying, possibly
heavy, ground and taking the Yorkist force 1n the rear. '4 This appears to ignore
the difficulties of the terrain and at the very least it would have involved  a  long
exposed approach. It is not supported by any contemporary evidence and
seems hardly tenable.  A  study of the topography makes  possible a further
tentative hypothesi_s. It would seem that the Lancastrians, having from the
start of the campaign a plan to avenge the first battle 'of St. Albans, took
advantage of local knowledge Within their force regarding the terrain. Having
followed the higher ground route towards Walton they then turned north and
followed the contours of the land, hugging the eastern  edge  of the ridge, behind
Sandal Church, partially at least, their numbers being hidden from view from
the castle by the fall of the land. What happened next is not at all clear from
contemporary and near-contemporary accounts. Perhaps  a  smaller  element  of
the Lancastrians did move out across the flat land of Sandal  Common, with its
more open field  system, and  harass  one of the foraging parties returning from
the north bank of the river, a  story much favoured by later writers. Certainly
something enticed the  Duke  of York to leave the safety of the castle. The
accounts do indicate he was then attacked by a  larger body of men. They could
have followed the  same  route across the flat land striking the right  flank  of the
Duke’s  forces, turning it in a clockwise direction and forcing them  back onto
the narrower fields leading down to the river, with no possibility of return to
the relative safety of the  castle.  This would be the killing field  of the short lived
battle, perhaps for once aptly described m Hall’s Chronicle as ‘environed on
every side, like a fish  m  a net, or  a  deer' m a buckstall’. This hypothesis at least
has the Lancastrians on reasonably open, flat ground to marshal their forces
and places the brunt of the  attack  clearly on the traditional site of the death of
the  Duk_e, marked now by a nineteenth-cgntury monument which was placed
on the site of  a  stone  cross  erected some  time  after the battle and destroyed 1n
the Civil War in 1645. The site was remembered in folk memory as marked by
three willow trees.”
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It seems that the nature of the fighting and the topography would support
the more conservative chroniclers when it comes to numbers present. In all
probability it was more of a brutal skirmish than a set piece battle. As Dockray
indicates it  seems  the event may have been marked by careful planning and
timing on the part of the Lancastrians and poor intelligence and  a  lack of
commonsense in the Yorkist camp. The physical remains of the battle add little to
the story. The actual site of the fighting is now covered by a housing estate, and a
railway cuts across the ground as well. The site of ;he castle of  course  survives,
and a good idea of .the general layout of the terrain and fall of the land can be
gained from its heights.  Perhaps  one of the most striking observations from that
vantage point is: how could  a  large body of armed men be concealed from the
garrison unless visibility was  poor?

The now mutilated nineteenth-century memorial to Richard, Duke of York
still stands in Manygates Lane on the traditional site of his death (see Figure 2). J.
W. Walker, the Wakefield historian, records earlier reports that when the
foundations of a now demolished  house  on the site, Portobello  House, were being
dug 1n 1825 human  bones, broken swords, spurs and fragments of armour were
found. ‘5 The find sit; and house are  marked  on the 1890 Ordnance Survey map, it
is next to the river in  a  direct line west from the Duke of York  monument, just
where the Yorkists would be pushed by an attack coming from the  east. Nothing
further 15 known about these remains, and unfortunately none of them now
survive. Walker  also  records and provigies illustrations of a number of finger
rings reput'edly found' 1n the area, but again details of the find location are lacking
and their present whereabouts are unknown. ‘7

One item that does survive is  a  sword, supposedly found on the site of the
battle. ‘3 HoWever, upon  examination, little 15 actually known  about  the finding of
this  sword. It was formerly in the collection of H. C.  Haldane  of Clarke Hall who
records the find thus; ‘dug up a few years ago during the operation of cutting a
main‘ drain near the site of the Battle of Wakefield’." The sword is of an unusual
sort, not a. knightlyf weapon, but single edged, possibly cut down from a larger
blade. It has a curious guard 'with an extension of the  cross guard protecting the
back of the hand. Whilst this is a late medieval form, some  concern  may be  felt
that this particular type of sword has tended to be  dated  by the Wakgfield
example despijtc its rather doubtful provenance. The weapon is now in an
anonymous  private collection. 1°

It can now be seen that both the documentary and physical evidence for the
battle is slight and illusory.  Perhaps  in the final analysis it is the political
implications of the battle  rather  than the tactical disposition  that  really matter.
However this may be the students of battles can ponder over the evidence and
arrjve' at their own conclusions.
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